queueing system is in either an ON state or an OFF state. The key point in this Letter is that numerical results have shown that, for small numbers of multiplexed sources, our earlier analysis [l] can be highly inaccurate. In this Letter we present a scheme for source aggregation (and therefore the solution of the overflow probability) which is applicable when multiplexing a small number of sources. As in the previous paper, we refer to the buffer fed by the aggregate input process as the aggregate queueing system. Unlike previous work oriented towards a large number of sources [l], we here achieve parameterisation of the aggregate queueing system by adjusting only the output rate, defining C' = the equivalent output rate of the aggregate queueing system in packetsls and also: X = buffer length in packets A = mean applied load in packetsls p = utilisation q = decay rate of the burst scale state probabilities. Note that the purpose of using the equivalent output rate C' is to parameterise the model in the most minimal way possible, while maintaining accuracy. In the ON state of the aggregate queueing system the total input rate exceeds the service rate of the buffer and the buffer fills (rate of increase of queue level = R -C' ). In the OFF state of the aggregate queueing system the total input rate is less than the output rate of the buffer, so allowing the buffer to empty (queue level reduction rate = C' -R). For reasons of simplicity we propose and test the following formula for C':
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It is well known that the form of the queueing results deriving from an aggregation of independent inputs into a queue will be such [4] that we can calculate the buffer overflow probability (denoted ax) for a buffer of length 'x'), as Q(z) = Pr{packet needs a buffer}.q"
The Pr{packet needs a buffer}, the burst scale loss factor, is well understood [l, 4, 51, and therefore not explicitly re-derived here. Once the input process has been aggregated into a two-state ON-OFF model we use the ER formula for q [3] which, given our aggregation is for a small 'A?
This formula is now tested in the Results section. -*-overflow probability by simulation -Roverflow probability using this Letter -Aoverflow probability using the multi-mini source model -Xoverflow probability using [l] Results: As an example, we consider the following buffered multiplexing scenario: a system with bandwidth (output rate) equivalent to a small, traditional circuit switched system is partitioned into separate sections. We model one partition in detail: 10 packetised VoIP sources feed a buffer in which C = 731 packetsls, utilisation of the buffer (p) = 0.8, h = 167 packetsls and To, = 0.35s, To, . , . = 0.65s. We compare the formula developed in this Letter with results generated using our previous formula [ 11, the multi-mini source model [6] and direct simulation. We do not consider the formula based on Martingales [5] , or the COST approximation [4] , as in [l] they were both found to give highly inaccurate results. Fig. 1 shows the variation in the buffer overflow probability (Q(x)) against buffer length. Note that we use large values for the buffer length, as this better reflects current commercial design practice. The formula used in this Letter offers a considerable improvement over the best of the other schemes which may overestimate by many orders of magnitude. This has important practical consequences for engineers involved in the design of mediumscale networks. A cell-oriented admission control scheme is proposed for keeping the handoff dropping probability below a predefmed level. The admission threshold is dynamically adjusted based on handoff dropping events in each cell without access to user mobility information.
Introduction: Ideally, no handoff drops are desirable. This, however, requires that the network reserve bandwidth in all cells that a mobile might pass through, resulting in potentially lower utilisation andfor higher new call blocking probability (P!,). To achieve increased efficiency, several approaches have advocated providing probabilistic QoS guarantees by keeping the handoff dropping probability (Pd) below a certain level [l -41. The models of [l, 21 assumed an exponentially distributed cell residence time. This weakens the theoretical validation since it has been shown that, in practice, the cell residence time may not be exponentially distributed [q. The models of [3, 41 are based on the user mobility information, which we call mobile-oriented. If the design goal is to minimise handoff drops, user mobility information must be used to reserve bandwidth by predicting mobiles' handoff times and next cell movements. However, if the goal is to keep Pd below a certain target level, this may be effectively achieved without access to user mobility information since a handoff drop is, to a large extent, a cell-oriented event: a handoff drop occurs when a cell is overloaded which can be controlled by dynamic admission control of new calls.
In this Letter, we propose a new algorithm in the context of cell-oriented adaptive admission control which does not require user mobility information. The proposed scheme is able to provide probabilistic QoS guarantees while at the same time achieving high channel utilisation. 
System model and admission control:
We consider a mobile network with a cellular infrastructure. We assume that the system uses a futed channel allocation scheme and a cell i has capacity C(i). Also the service model accommodates multiple classes of traffic (e.g. voice and video). Let BU denote the bandwidth unit, and assume that 1 BU is required by a voice call. 
This admission test gives priority to handoff calls over new calls, and C(i) -T(i) can be interpreted as the reserved bandwidth for handoff calls at cell i.
(
ii) Adaptive control algorithm for adjusting admission threshold
There might exist an optimal steady-state admission threshold Tnpt(i) at each cell i for a specific traffic load and user mobility. (we will drop the index i for notational simplicity when the reference is clear.) Here we use the term 'optimal' in the sense of maximising (minimising) the utilisation (Pb) while keeping Pd below a target value PQos The problem is how to adjust T as close as possible to, but not over, Topt. First, we describe an adaptive algorithm to adjust the admission threshold based on monitored handoff drops at each cell. The algorithm executed by the base station of each cell in a distributed manner is as follows:
3. WHILE (time increases) 4.
6.
IF (a mobile handoffs into the current cell) THEN 5.
S H
IF (it is dropped) THEN 7.
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= S H D + 1; L H D = L H D + 1; IF ( L H D > 1 ) THEN Lp = Lp + S,; IF ( S H == S p ) THEN T = max(T -d, TmJ;
IF ( S H D < I) THEN
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The main idea in the adaptation is to monitor handoff dropping events over both the short term and long term. The short-term period Sp is given by the number of handoff attempts rl/PQnsl. (The period is determined not by the length of time, but by the number of events that the system monitors). The counts for the short-term handoff attempts SH and handoff drops S H D are reset to 0 at the start of each period. The long-term period Lp is determined by handoff attempts as Sp x max (LHD, 1) where L H D is the count of the long-term handoff drops. The counts for the longterm handoff attempts L H and handoff drops L H D are reset to 0 at the start of each long-term period. The objective of long-term monitoring is to keep Pd below PQos, whereas the short-term monitoring is used to maximise utilisation. Note that the dropping probability for each long-term period is kept below the target value: This is made possible by decreasing T whenever a handoff drop occurs if L H D > 1. By doing so, Twill approach Topt within some bounded time. However, if no handoff drop OCCLKS during a shortterm period, it is likely that T < Topt. So Tis increased to maximise utilisation. They show higher Pb and lower utilisation for Fl = 0.5 than for Fl = 1.0, since the more video calls exist, the more bandwidth is needed. The utilisation in PROP is higher than that in CS98 for each value of Fl. Next, we compare the complexity of the two schemes. Fig. 2a shows the average numbers of numerical operations (i.e. summations and multiplications) and comparisons used by an admission decision. (The complexity of CS98 depends on Nquod, which is the size of cached history used for mobility estimation [5] . We set this value as 1, the simplest case). While CS98 has a significant complexity overhead, PROP requires only one operation and comparison in eqn. 1. Fig. 2b shows the average number of messages sent at each cell per minute. While CS98 requires the exchange of a large number of messages among cells, PROP does not require any signalling messages. As a whole, PROP has a significantly smaller complexity overhead than CS98.
Conclusion:
We have proposed and evaluated a cell-oriented adaptive admission control scheme to keep the handoff dropping probability below a pre-defined level while maximising utilisation. We combined a simple admission test with an adaptive algorithm to adjust the admission threshold in each cell. Our scheme performed very well under a variety of traffic loads and call bandwidths. In addition, its complexity is extremely low. . If the figure is wider than it is high, divide the height by the width and multiply by 8.6 column cm. If the figure is higher than it is wide (discouraged), the figure will occupy more than 8.6 column cm.
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